PHOTOGRAPHY

Zootography
Camera types
and Sensor sizes
Understand the differences, benefits and
drawbacks

Learn about the
triangle of
exposure

Learn the art and science of photography

Welcome to Issue 1 of Mister Zeus Photography.
During my photography excursions people have often
approached me to ask questions, discuss the fun hobby
of photography, or to share photos and ideas. People
have shared with me and taught me, so I will try to share
the art and science of photography with others.

Camera types and Sensor sizes

1.

This is probably one of the most asked about topic, especially when deciding on
what camera to buy. Learn about the different camera types that are available
today, and understand the implications, benefits and drawbacks of the sensor
sizes.

Exposure - The triangle

2.

The triangle of exposure is comprised of Aperture, IS O and shutter speed. Learn
how these are interlinked and affect your photography. Understanding how the
exposure triangle works will help you capture those “Kodak moments” and set
your creativity free.

Zootography

3.

Do you like photos of wildlife animals and
enjoy visiting the zoo? You do not necessarily
have to travel far to be able to capture great
photos of amazing animals. Your admission
fee will also help safeguard the future of
species.

Camera Types and Sensor sizes
s, and drawbacks

Understand the differences, the benefit

There are basically two types of
cameras - analog and digital, both
of which can include various subcategories.

A

nalog

The analog films provided various
film speeds, tones, colors and
moods.
One of the common formats of the
analog camera was a 35 mm film.
This provided a good price to performance ratio and became a standard (not absolute, as there are
other larger and higher quality formats).

cameras are well

known, and set the bar for the
digital age. The most known analog cameras are SLRs (Single
Lens Reflex). These cameras utilize analog film, and use mirrors to
reflect an image to the viewfinder
and to the film to capture the image.
Despite modern advancements,
many argue that the digital cameras can still not match the high
quality analog camera (compared
to a professional version).

Some photography “rules” (e.g.
shutter speed and focal range) are
derived from this analog standard
also.
For example, if you set your lens
to zoom to 100 mm on a full frame
(35 mm equivalent) camera, then
the shutter speed should be 100
or above. If your camera is a APSC type, then you must multiple the
lens focal range by 1.5 or 1.6, and
if you have a micro 4/3 camera,
then multiply by 2.
Another analog standard was the
APS film. This has also been
adopted
by
digital
camera
vendors, and the digital sensors
equivalent of this size are referred
to as APS-C.

Sensor
size drives
quality
APS-C size digital sensors are
most often found in entry level DSLRs (Digital SLRs) and some
mirror less compact system
cameras (e.g. Sony or Samsung).
If a digital sensor is full frame, then
a lens with 50 mm fixed focal
length will be 50 mm.
The smaller digital sensors have a
“crop factor”, and so a lens noted
with 50 mm equivalent in the full
frame size, can be 1.5 (e.g. APSC sensors) times, 2.0 times (e.g.
Micro four thirds sensor), or even
2.7 times (e.g. Nikon 1 or
Samsung mini nx mirror less) the
lens focal range.
The so called “full frame” digital
cameras have a digital sensor

The 35 mm film is used as a baseline for digital cameras, and the
digital sensor that simulates the 35
mm is known as a “full frame” sensor size. Lens (zoom) ranges are
noted in mm equivalent to the 35
mm film standard.

size equivalent to the size of 35
mm film.
Such SLR cameras also have
the ability to change the lenses,
allowing the photographer to
become creative and develop
his own unique style. Lenses
provide different focal lengths,
apertures, and depth of field.
With the advancements, ease
of use, and other benefits, the
world of photography is moving
towards the digital age.
Digital cameras are used by
many people - almost daily.
There are quite a few types of
digital cameras to choose from,
and it will depend on the user
what camera suits him or her.

Digital camera types:
1. Smart phone
2. Compact camera
3. Compact System Camera (CSC)
a) Micro - four thirds
b) Mirror - less
4. Digital SLR (D-SLR)
5. Digital Single Lens Translucent (SLT)

Taken with a Smart phone (i.e. iPhone)

mart phones are probably accessible to many
people these days, and they are great at
capturing that so called “Kodak” moment (Kodak
was a famous film and camera brand in the analogue
era), as the device is with a person almost all the time.
There are no lenses or bags to carry with you reducing
weight, hassle, and costs.

S

when I have not brought my dedicated camera with
me, and at least I have captured the moment or
something interesting. If I do plan an outing, such as
going to a nature park, or visiting a zoo, then I
definitely carry my dedicated camera with me.

A key benefit of smart phones is that they are small and
compact. Some manufacturers like Sony, Nokia, and
Samsung, are constantly improving their quality and
features.

ompact cameras (also known as a point
and shoot) have a larger sensor and lens
optics compared to a smart phone. It also
has a dedicated digital processor for the photos and
provides more features than a smartphone camera.

I think Sony's new QX series can be interesting for
some, as can Samsung's smart phone cameras (long
zoom, and probably the best in terms of connectivity,
e.g. wifi, nfc).
However, due to their very small sensor, small optics
(read lens), and non-dedicated processing engine,
these types of “cameras” do not produce good quality
photos.
The photos may seem fine when viewed on a small
device like the phone itself, but once viewed on a
computer screen, or printed, it will quickly become
apparent that a smart phone does not produce good
quality pictures (definition is subjective of course).
If you are like me who likes to print special moments, or
view them on a high definition TV, then photos taken
with a smart phone just do not cut it. Don’t get me
wrong - I use the smart phone to capture moments

C

Many hobby photographers use this camera type.
The photo quality and features are ok. Viewing on a
computer, TV screen, or printing (e.g. 6x4”, 7x5”,
maybe even A4 size) is enjoyable. A “Bridge”
camera is a compact camera with a large zoom
lens (e.g. 50x optical). The positive sides of a
compact camera include being small, light, cheap,
and pocketable.
These features assist with the likelihood of
capturing that "Kodak moment". As a wise man
once said "The best camera is the one with you".

Taken with
a compact
camera

Sony QX10
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C

ompact System Cameras (CSC) can take your
photography to the next level (compared to a compact
camera or smartphone) and can produce outstanding
results. The digital sensors are much larger (something
like 30-40 times larger) than that of a compact camera,
and can help produce high quality photos that can be
printed at a larger size and truly enjoyed on a High
Definitation TV.
Lets start with the micro four thirds (micro 4/3) CSC
cameras. The micro-four thirds system is a standard
created by Olympus and Panasonic. These cameras are
redesigned for the digital age. They have removed the
mirror reflex system, and have a very short “flange”
distance between lens and the digital sensor.
The “crop factor” is 2x (using the analog 35 mm camera
as the baseline), which means a lens noted in 35 mm
standard, will be multiplied by 2x to give actual focal range.
When comparing aperture to a full frame camera, then
those must also be multiplied by 2 for micro 4/3 cameras.

The result of the redesign by Olympus and
Panasonic, is a very small, light and compact
system camera, that features interchangeable
lenses, a much larger sensor (compared to
compact cameras), and produces great
results.
Lenses from Olympus and Panasonic can be
used on either camera. Olympus has image
stabilization built into their camera bodies. This
means any compatible lens can be used on
their cameras, as image stabilization is
handled by the camera. There are also third
party vendors such as Sigma that produce
lenses for micro-four thirds cameras.
Panasonic has image stabilization built into
their lenses, so if you require image
stabilization (IS) then you must select the
appropriate lens.
Panasonic’s latest GM model is noted as the
smallest mirror-less camera in the world, and it
resembles the compact cameras in size, but
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produces much higher quality photos, and provides more
features. Some of the newer models of Panasonic also
feature in-body IS.
Some of the features I enjoy on my Olympus Micro 4/3
EPM-1 model camera are:
● Small and light
● Fast Auto - Focus (AF)
● 35 AF (autofocus) points to select from
● 5.5 Frames per Second (Fps)

CSC (micro 4/3, mirror less) and full frame
cameras can shoot in RAW format and JPEG
file format. The RAW file format is the most
superior - it is the digital negative.
The RAW format allows much more information
to be recorded, editing on the PC is nondestructive, and it allows much more editing due
to more information being stored. You do need
special software to edit RAW files, but it is
definitely worth it. All my photos are shot in RAW
and I did some editing with Adobe Lightroom.

● Exposure Bracketing
● RAW+JPEG simultaneously
● Creative Filters

The price range of these micro-four thirds cameras is higher
than a compact camera, and can be below or at similar
price of a entry level D-SLR. High end models from
Olympus and Panasonic have even more features, such as
variable angle touch screen (touch to focus and shoot),
almost 100 AF points, 8+ frames per second, and 4K video.
If you are looking for a small, light, and powerful camera,
then a CSC camera may be for you. I really like the
Olympus micro 4/3, but that is a personal preference.

part from the micro 4/3 mirror less
camera standard from Olympus and
Panasonic, the other mirror-less types
includes those made by Sony, Samsung,
Canon, Fuji, and Nikon. These also have
removed the mirror system, thereby making the
camera much smaller and lighter.

A

One major difference to the micro-four thirds
system, is the size of the sensors used in this
subcategory of CSCs. Sony is the first in the
world to produce a mirror less CSC with a full
frame sensor.

The mirror less cameras from Sony, Samsung, and Canon leverage a
large APS-C size sensor. Fuji has some mirror less cameras that use a
APS-C size sensor, but it also has some cameras that use a much
smaller 1" inch sensor. Nikon's current mirror less cameras also use a
much smaller (compared to a APS-C size sensor) 1" inch sensor.
Fuji has developed a different sensor whereby the digital pixels (that
record the image, color and light) mimic properties of analog film. They
have a lot of experience in the analog film business, so let’s see how good
its sensor is compared to those developed by other vendors.
The 1" inch sensor sized mirror less cameras do not offer the same
image quality (IQ) as the APS-C sized sensors or micro 4/3, but they do
provide better image quality than the standard point and shoot cameras do
(that have a much smaller sensor size). They are also system cameras,
so one can change the lenses. One benefit of this small size that Nikon
has capitalized on is speed - new Nikon 1 cameras can shoot at
astounding 20 frames per second (great for sports or animal
photography).
In terms of lens choices for mirror less cameras, the micro 4/3 system
standard from Olympus and Panasonic offers a great choice. Lenses
between both cameras can be used, and there are vendors like Simga
that have created micro 4/3 lenses also. Olympus has image stabilization
built into their cameras, so any compatible lens will be suitable.
Sony and Samsung also have a good choice of lenses for their mirror less
cameras, and if you want a mirror less APS-C sized camera, then these
two are probably your best options.
Canon, Nikon, and Fuji are a little behind all the others (camera models,
lens choices) in terms of mirror less cameras, though Canon with its
APS-C sized sensor in its mirror less camera will soon join the rankings of
Sony and Samsung.

SONY has a placing of its own at the moment, as it not only
has mirror less cameras that use the APS-C sized digital
sensors, but it is also the first and only (at the time of writing)
camera maker to have a full frame mirror less camera.
The size of these full frame mirror less cameras are slightly
larger than a APS-C sized D-SLR, but have the full quality of full
frame sensor sizes along with the truly large aperture allowing
nice “boke” (read nice blurred backgrounds - a specialist
photography term from Japan).
Full frame sized digital sensors raise the price much higher, but
SONY full frame mirror less cameras can be bought for less
than half the cost of a Nikon or Canon full frame camera.
Images on the right taken with a Nikon

D3200

SENSOR
Sizes
Photography
LEARN ABOUT THE
DIFFERENT SENSOR
TYPES AND SIZES

T

here are generally eight types of digital sensor sizes. Larger sensors mean larger, heavier and
more expensive cameras, but they also mean superior image quality. The smaller digital sensors are
cheaper to produce and fit into smaller devices
(smart phone, compact cameras, camcorders), but
the image quality is far inferior to larger digital sensors (compared to Micro 4/3, APS-C or Full frame).
Larger digital sensors can house larger pixels and
more pixels. It is the pixels that record the image
digitally. Therefore larger pixels will provide much

better quality images. The larger pixels are also
more receptive to light, so a larger sensor will
provide much less grainy photos in low light
situations than a smaller sensor.
A small sensor may have 14 Mega pixels (14
million) but the individual pixels will have to be
very small to fit onto the smaller sensor. This is
the primary reason for inferior image quality. Of
course lens quality and digital computing chips in
the camera affect the quality also, but the primary
driver of image quality is the size and type (e.g.
CCD, CMOS, Backlit) of the sensor.

Note: Not drawn to scale

Smart phone
¼“
5.6 mm x 3.2 mm

Compact camera
7.6 mm x 5.7 mm

CSC
1”
13.2 mm x 8.8 mm

D-SLR camera
CSC or D-SLR camera
CSC camera

Micro 4/3

APS-C

17.2 mm x 13 mm

22.3 mm x 15.3 mm

APS-H
27.9 mm x 18.6 mm

Note: Not drawn to scale

FULL FRAME and MEDIUM FORMAT
Note: Not drawn to scale
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The most expensive cameras due to
their large digital sensors. Prices
start above 1,000 GBP (1,500 USD)
and go into several thousands or
tens of thousands

FULL Frame Format
24 mm x 36 mm

Image Quality (IQ) of FULL frame sensor
sized cameras is the most superior in the
consumer market. Lens focal ranges are
1:1 (to 35 mm standard), as are apertures of a lens.

Professional industry cameras
Prices start at around 7,000 GBP

MEDIUM Format

(10,000 USD) and go up to 50,000

30 mm x 45 mm / 36 mm x 48 mm / 33 mm x 44 mm

Nikon
D3200

Consumer demands and tastes have driven
changes in camera sensor types. Previous
generations of digital cameras (especially
compact cameras and video cameras) used
to house digital sensors of CCD type. These
CCD type sensors provided better quality
images at the time than CMOS sensor
types. Some compact cameras still use CCD
sensors.

CMOS sensors quickly caught up with the
CCD sensor types and are widely used
today. They are meant to provide better low
light image quality than CCD and require less power. This means consumers can take more pictures with
one battery charge. CMOS sensor types are also meant to be faster, ideally suited for sports and animal
photography. D-SLRs, mirror less cameras from Sony and Samsung, and better compact cameras are
using CMOS sensor types.
Foveon sensors are unique and only used in Sigma digital cameras. These sensors have three layers one for red, one for green and one for blue. Due to these three separate layers for each primary colors,
there is no mosaic issue.
LiveMOS is a special sensor type leveraged by the micro 4/3 CSC such as Olympus and Panasonic. These
sensor types are meant to provide the image quality of CCD with low power consumption like a CMOS
type sensor.
Some sensors have a optical low-pass filter (OLPF) to help with moiré issues (when there is a repeating
pattern - leads to fuzzy patterns e.g. square pattern t-shirt, or bricks of walls). This reduces the image
sharpness slightly. New camera models have started to use digital sensors that no longer have a OLPF.
Fujifilm develops its own digital sensors and due to its design never needed a OLPF in the first place. The
designs of these sensors blend analogue film knowledge and experience with the digital age.

at low light performance
APS-C CMOS sensor with gre
re f1.8, Shutter speed 1/80 sec
ISO 200, Lens 50 mm, Apertu

Micro 4/3 LiveMOS sensor with great speed and flexibility
ISO 200, Lens 45 mm, aperture f1.8, Shutter speed 1/4000 sec

FUJI
X-PRO 2

www.fujifilm.com
Vivamus vel sapien. Praesent nisl tortor, laoreet eu, dapibus quis.

●

APS-C Sensor size

●

77 AF points

●

24 Mega Pixel resolution

●

1/32000 Electronic shutter

●

X-Trans CMOS III sensor

●

Compressed RAW file format

●

1/8000 mechanical shutter

●

7X7 Phase detection AF

●

Advanced Hybrid Viewfinder

●

Weather resistant

●

8 frames per second

●

Full HD video (60,50,30,25,24)

●

Built-in rangefinder viewer

●

Wi-fi, Wi-fi remote shooting

●

3“ LCD monitor (fixed)

●

Wi-fi image sharing

X-PRO 2

www.fujifilm.com

●

World’s first Hybrid Viewfinder (Optical + Electronic)

●

Finely tuned lenses made my Fujinon

●

Lens optical stabilization (OIS - depending on lens)

●

Dedicated joystick style control for selecting AF points or area

●

Dedicated manual dial for Exposure compensation

●

Special manual dial for Shutter speed

●

Special manual dial for ISO (inner ring of the Shutter speed dial)

●

Unique Fujifilm film simulation modes

●

Dynamic Range Bracketing (100%, 200%, 400%)

●

Film Simulation Bracketing

●

Auto Exposure Bracketing

●

In-camera RAW converter

●

Remote control - with Smartphone and Fujifilm app

Aperture = f1.8, Lens = 50 mm, ISO = 800
Shutter speed = 1/80 seconds
Shallow depth of field

EXPOSURE
Introducing the triangle of exposure.
Understand how Aperture, ISO, and Shutter
speed are interlinked.
Apply the knowledge to capture the moments you want, in the creative style you
want.

APERTURE
Let me start with aperture. This is one of three components of the interlinked triangle of exposure.
On your camera, aperture settings are displayed as “f” numbers, e.g. F1.8. A doubling or halfing of
this f umber is referred to as increasing or decreasing the aperture by 1 stop. If you double the f
number twice, then you would be increasing aperture by 2 stops, and so forth.
Aperture basically controls the opening of the lens diaphragm (almost circular opening). A large
opening (large aperture) of e.g. F1.8 means the lens will let a lot of light through to the digital sensor.
Such a large f number also means a “shallow depth” of field (DOF) - meaning there is a small focus
area that is sharp whilst the rest is soft and out of focus.
If you wanted to take a portrait of a person, then a small aperture of f2-f4 is usually good. Such a
large aperture provides a shallow depth of field where the face of the person would be in focus while
the background is soft and blurry (also referred to a boke effect). The lens will dictate the aperture
possible. So called “prime lenses” will allow a large aperture of f1.2 for example. Another example
of where a large aperture will benefit your photos is when you are in a low light environment, as the
large aperture (read large lens opening) will allow lots of light to enter the lens and pass through to
the digital sensor.
Remember that with cameras that have a “crop factor” (due to sensor size), the aperture is also
multiplied by the crop factor. So when comparing an aperture of f1.2 on a full frame camera to a
APS-C sized camera, then the aperture on the full frame camera will be f1.2, whereas on the APS-C
camera the aperture will be f1.8 (f1.2 x 1.5 crop factor).
If on the other you wanted to take a landscape photo, then you would want the landscape to be sharp
throughout the scene (from front to back). In this case you would have to use a small aperture and
set your camera to a low f number e.g. F16-F22. Such small apertures provide a deep depth of field
(DOF) meaning the front to back of a scene is sharp. However, it also means that the diaphragm of
the lens is turned small and will let in much less light.

Large Aperture e.g. f1.8

Medium Aperture e.g. f11

Small Aperture e.g. f22

Shallow depth of Field (DOF)

Deeper DOF

Deep DOF

Lots of light let in

Less light let in

Very little light let in

Good for portraits

Good for landscapes

APERTURE

When you are preparing to take a photo you would be checking your “exposure meter” first. This
meter is a horizonal scale of minus numers and plus numbers. These numbers are known as
Exposure Values (EV). Normally the goal is to get as close to the “0” on the scale as possible resulting in a balanced expsoure.

If the digital needle (represented by the red triangle depicted above) on this exposure meter scale is
to the left of zero, then your photograph woud be “underexposed” (read not enough light and dark).
When the digital needle on the exposure meter scale is to the right of zero, then the photograph
would be “overexposed” (read too much light, bright, and details in bright areas lost).
This is where the interlinked triangle comes into play - all three (Aperture, ISO, Shutter speed) affect
each other, so changing one will impact the others, and creating a good combination will help create
the “balanced” exposure (read digital needle on zero) you are after. Of course there are situations
where you want to deliberate take a photograph that is under or overexposed to meet your creative
objective, e.g. Multiple exposures to allow for HDR (High Dynamic Range) merging, but that is
another story.

SHALLOW DOF
SOFT BACKGROUND

APERTURE = F1.8
LENS 50MM
ISO - 100
SHUTTER SPEED = 1/320 SEC

Aperture = f16, Lens = 50 mm, ISO = 400
Shutter speed = 1/200 second
Deep depth of field

Aperture = f22, Lens = 18 mm,
ISO = 400

SLOW SHUTTER SPEED BLURS WATERS

Shutter speed = 2 seconds

Exposure continued

ISO in your digital camera is the film speed of
analogue media. ISO stands for International
Standards Organization. In photography this
standard defines ISO values so that these can be
compared across camera makes and models.

background to be soft and out of focus I would
choose a large aperture (shallow depth of
field). In this example I will select an aperture
of f2 (my prime lens supports such an aperture).

A low ISO value will provide the best image
quality (true even for analogue film), as there is
no need for the digital sensor to be sensitive to
light. In a bright day ISO values of 100-400
should be possible.

This large aperture will let in plenty of light to
the sensor, but it is late in the afternoon, so I
would perhaps need a longer exposure (read
slower shutter speed) to let in more light. My
subject however will move (as may my
hands), so a too slow shutter speed would
lead to a blurry photograph.

In dark environments you may need to compensate for the lack of light, and one method is to
increase the ISO - increasing the digital sensors
sensitivity to light. The drawback of using high
ISO is that there is an increase in digital noise,
leading to graininess in the photograph.
Changes in one of three components of the
“triangle of exposure” can be supported by the
other two components.
Let me discuss this with the help of an example.
If I wish to take a portrait and would like the

HIGH ISO increases the
digital sensors sensitivity
to light, but will raise graininess of image.

Aperture = f2, Lens = 45 mm, ISO = 200
Shutter speed = 1/4000 seconds

A very high ISO would make my sensor more
sensitive to the lower light, but my picture
would also become more grainy.
My compromise is to select a combination of
aperture = f2, ISO = 200, and shutter speed
of 1/4000 seconds that will achieve a balanced exposure (close to zero on the EV
meter scale). The example below is slightly
underexposed, but I wanted to capture the
afternoon mood.

EXPOSURE
Shutter speed is the last corner piece of the “trian-

Let me illustrate with another example based

gle of exposure”. It is measured in seconds and

on the image below. It was a nice sunny day

typically represented as fractions of a second. A

so there was plenty of light. I wanted a soft

slow shutter speed could be 2 seconds whereas a

background and focus on myself jumping to

fast shutter speed could be 1/4000 second.

catch a ball, so I chose a large aperture. If I
had selected a smaller aperture (sharper all

The shutter speed setting tells your camera for

round details) I would have had to compen-

how long light should be let through to the digital

sate with higher ISO or slower shutter speed.

sensor. A slow shutter speed (known as long
exposure) is suitable when your photographic
subject is static and not moving e.g. landscape. If
you ware after a photograph with dreamy and
non-flowing water, then you would select a very
long exposure (e.g. 2 seconds or even slower).

Should you want to “freeze” the action, such as a
water drop, or catch a subject in midair as seen in
the image to the right, then you need to set a fast
shutter speed (short exposure). Typical settings
on a camera allow up to 1/4000 of a second.
Some higher end models allow up to 1/8000 second, or even faster.

Ever seen creative images with blurry trails of
light? Those are created with very long exposures
(e.g. 30 seconds).
Aperture = f1.8, Lens 50 mm, ISO = 100
So now you have seen what the three components of the “triangle of exposure” and how they
interact with each other.

Shutter speed = 1/1000 second

Scientific name: Panthera tigris

Status: Endangered

Due to mankind, three of the nine known tiger subspecies are already extinct. A fourth subspecies – the
south China tiger is also feared extinct, as it has not
been seen in the wild since the 1970’s.
The numbers of Tigers have decreased by over 95%
in the last 100 years - mainly caused by humans. The
biggest threats are poaching (for skin and so called
medicine) and habitat destruction.
Tigers used to roam free in Asia, but now only have
7% of their previous habitat available to them. There
are less than 3,200 tigers remaining in the wild today.

To sponsor a Big cat, visit the WWF (click
here)

Sadly there are more tigers in
captivity in the United States
than are left in the wild.
SOURCE: WWF.ORG.UK

Scientific name: Panthera leo

Status: Vulnerable

Lions are now also classified as vulnerable. This is
because their habitat is being lost to mankind, and
agriculture, which in turn reduces the natural prey for
lions. Overgrazing by domestic animals also spoils
the natural habitat of these magnificent creatures.
The Asiatic Lion (scientific name: Panthera leo persica) used to roam freely all the way from Iran to
India, but now there are less than 300 left. They now
only survive in a sanctuary in northern India.
White lions are critically close to extinction with only
13 reported to be left in the wild.

To sponsor a Lion visit the WWF (click here)
Sponsor Asiatic Lions here
Sponsor White Lions here

Less than 15 White
Lions left in the wild.
SOURCE: WHITELIONS.ORG

Zootography

ZOOTOGRAPHY
D

o you love wild life and photography, but
thought it was out of your budget, and
you had to travel far? There is good
news. You can capture truly amazing photos from
majestic animals without costing a fortune, or
needing to travel far.
While I do not really like the idea and sight of such
gorgeous animals being locked up and confined to
small spaces, Zoos and wild life parks do help with
survival programs. Animals are facing extinction
(many specials are already extinct because of
mankind), and such programs can help with
breeding programs, raising awareness, and keeping species alive.

Safety First
Always follow notices / signs, rules and
common sense.

Respect
Please respect these beautiful creatures.
Do not bang on windows or raise noise
to gather their attention - just be patient
and you will capture great photographs.

There may be a zoo or wild life park not too far
from you. Your entry fee will help keep many
species alive, and you can have a fun photography excursion at the same time. It may even be an
educational outing with family and friends.

many details in my animal photos as possible, I
use my Nikon D-SLR D3200 (APS-C sensor, 24
Mega Pixels) for zootography. The large sensor
will help in different light conditions, and the
high megapixel count will ensure I capture
sharp details (e.g. fur, eyes). I can also crop
images at post processing time.

The first important requirement for high quality
photographs is a decent camera sensor size. I
would recommend one of the following: Micro 4/3,
APS-C, or Full Frame. As I want to capture as

The second requirement is a dedicated lens.
This means you will require a system camera
(compact, D-SLR) where you can attach a

Aperture = f5.6, Lens = 105 mm,
ISO = 100
Shutter speed = 1/640 seconds

Eye level focus point :
Crouch down to get your angle of view
at eye level of your subjects.

telephoto lens. I use a Tamron 70-300mm lens. On the Nikon D3200 (APS-C) camera, this
effectively means a maximum of 450mm focal range (due to the x 1.5 crop factor). Such a
focal length will allow you to zoom into your subject and blur some of the background. It is
then also possible to capture nice head-shots of such majestic animals.
A optical image stabilisation system at such focal lengths is imperative. You can also use a
tripod or mono-pod stand to help keep your long lens stable. I personally do not use a tripod
for zootography as I like to be able to move around quickly (animals also move quickly).
There are two types of image stabilization that count; in-body (built into the camera), and
in-lens. Olympus and Sony use in-body 3 or 5 axis in-body stabilization. Other vendors rely
on in-lens stabilisation.
The Tamron lens that I use has VR (Vibration Reduction) which means optical image
stabilisation is built into the lens. I am able to shoot handheld and capture blur free images.
A good posture also helps, e.g. hold camera close to body, arms tucked close toward body,
and use one hand to support the lens.

Manual control

01

This may seem daunting at first, but after some practice you will see how
easily it becomes your second nature. Learn and practice the triangle of
exposure to capture the image you envision. You will have to consider the
the light conditions, the speed of your subject (static or moving), and how
much of your image you want to be in focus.

Shoot in RAW

02

CSCs, digital SLRs and even some compact cameras support capturing
images in the RAW (digital negative) format, as well as JPEG (they can
even store in both formats simultaneously. The RAW files require special
editing software, but any editing leaves the digital negative unharmed,
meaning you can make as many changes and experiments as you want.
When JPEG files are altered they loose quality after each change.

Focus on the Eyes
This is true for living subjects, and it is a time tested golden rule of
photography. For capturing those special moments with animals (depending on their size), this may require getting down on your knees, or laying
down on your stomach. Yes, you may get dirty and tired, but the results
will definitely be worth it.
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Camera Manual Mode
Control you Aperture, Shutter speed, ISO settings
manually. Master exposure and set your creativity free.

I have set my Nikon camera (I use my
D3200 with APS-C size sensor for zootography) to record image files in RAW file
format.
The RAW file format allows more non-destructive adjustments to be made in post
production. I mostly use Adobe Lightroom
to edit RAW images, though I also use
Corel Paintshop Pro - depends on the task
at hand. For example, I love the single file
HDR (High Dynamic Range) feature that
Corel offers.
Another in-camera setting I use, is Adobe
RGB instead of sRGB in the colour space
settings. This settings helps capture more
nuances and subtleties in the colour spectrum. Yes, when exporting to JPEG or for
use by printers it is generally re-saved as
sRGB, but during editing I have more information available to me.

My default ISO setting is 100. I do not
like grainy and noisy pictures, so I try to
avoid high ISO values. I may have to
raise the ISO values to balance my
exposure (Light, Aperture, Shutter
speed and ISO influencing each other)
on dull days, or later time of the day.
I also raise the ISO if I need to capture
motion (moving animal) and if shutter
speed alone does not suffice to capture
the moment with a balanced exposure.

On bright days, or in early times of the
day, I generally am able to keep low
ISO settings. When my subjects (animals) are not moving, I can also use
low ISO values. The range of ISO values I use is 100, 200, 400, 800, and in
rare circumstances I will go as high as
1600.

The third vital setting is shutter speed. One of the
golden rules of photography, is to set a shutter speed
matching your focal length. For example, if I use 300
mm focal length on a APS-C sensor camera, that
translates to 450 mm (300 x1.5 crop factor). This in
turn would mean a shutter speed of 1/450 or faster.

F5.6 - F12
I use small apertures (f-stops) of
5.6 and higher. Generally my
range is between f 5.6 and f 12.
Aperture can also be dictated by
your lens and focal length
selected.

Of course optical image stabilization, your camera
handling, and exposure balance (Aperture, ISO,
Shutter speed) will influence the actual shutter speed
you select.
Personally I feel my Olympus has the best image
stabilization system I have ever tested.

Try Monotone - Black and White for
some interesting motives. Turn
seemingly average snaps into
something creative.

Go Wide to capture Big
Aperture = f5.6, Lens = 105 mm,

S

ome wild life parks will house large animals like

ISO = 100
Shutter speed = 1/640 seconds

elephants. In the image above I was able to
capture a unique moment where a newborn was

seeking safety and closeness to its mother.
I also used the magic circle
I used the more wide angle focal length of my telephoto

tool to remove minor dis-

lens, and the 24 Mega pixels of the camera I used allowed

tractions in grass area

me to crop the image while retaining details. I captured

(foreground

the moment in RAW file format and edited with Adobe

some of the bush area in

Lightroom afterwards.

the background.

At first I used the mask brush tool to create different

Lastly I used the light circle

zones for light and colour effects. I then used the gradient

tool to gently add some

tool to subtly add light to background and the two ele-

light to the main subject

phants.

area.

area)

and
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Vivamus vel sapien. Praesent nisl tortor, laoreet eu, dapibus quis.
www.olympus.co.uk

●

Micro 4/3 Sensor size

●

Touch - AF

●

20 Mega Pixel resolution

●

Touch to Focus and Shoot

●

50 Mega Pixel Hi-res shot

●

1/8000 shutter speed

●

In-body image stabilization

● Contrast AF with 81 AF points

●

5-axis sensor shift stabilization

●

Full HD movie recording

●

10 frames per second

●

4K Time lapse movie clip

●

Built-in rangefinder viewer

●

Wi-fi, Wi-fi remote shooting

●

3“ Vari-angle touchscreen

●

Wi-fi image sharing

CANCER

The number of deaths from cancer in
the UK, 2013.

161,823
Source:
Cancer Research UK
Web: http://www.cancerresearchuk.org/health-professional/cancer-statistics
Accessed [May] [2016]

● Cancer Research UK
● Macmillan Cancer Support

PANASONIC
GX80/85

http://www.panasonic.com

●

Micro 4/3 Sensor size

●

Full HD video (50p)

●

16 Mega Pixel resolution

●

Post-Focus (DFD)

●

Dual Image stabilization

●

3“ touch screen

●

In-body image stabilization

●

Touch to Focus and Shoot

●

5-axis sensor shift stabilization

●

1/4000 shutter speed

●

8 frames per second

● Contrast AF with 49 AF points

●

4K Video (25/24 fps)

●

Built-in view finder

●

4K Photo mode

●

Wi-fi

TAMRON

http://www.tamron.com/en/

●

Super Travel zoom (Wide angle to Telephoto)

●

16-300mm F/3.5-6.3 Di II VC PZD MACRO

●

Aperture F3.5 to F6.3

●

Filter size 67mm

●

Weight 540g

●

Macro minimum distance of 39cm

●

VC - Vibration Compensation (Optical Image Stabilization)

●

PZD - Ultrasonic motor for smooth and silent zooming

SHOP - CHARITY
Purchase photo calendars or wall art. Donate to
charities to help save species from extinction.

In memory of Cecil the Lion,

If you love Tigers, then you

12 beautiful photographs of

this photo calendar includes

will like this photo calendar.

these amazing creatures. If

12 photos of Lions to brighten

12 special pictures of tigers.

you love big cats, then you

up your day.

Help save the tigers.

will love this calendar.

12 pictures of Mister Zeus in

Meet special friends of Mister

A photo frame for your wall -

a photo calendar that will

Zeus in this photo calendar

see Mister Zeus reflecting on

lighten up your day. Donate

that will put a smile on your

a summer evening.

to charity to help save animals.

face.

Visit the Online Shop

SHOWCASE
On1 Photo

standalone application. On1

digital

software is available for Mac

software provides. Visit

and

operating

the On1 website for

editing

systems. There are different

tutorials and videos to

features and functions. It can

editions, including a free

help you get started.

act as a plug-in to other

edition, to help you get

primary software you may

started, and experiment with

use, or it can also work as a

the many capabilities this

On1
advanced

Photo
photo

provides

Windows

photo

www.on1.com

editing

SIGMA

SIGMA 30mm F1.4 DC DN | Contemporary large-aperture standard lens gives owners of
mirrorless cameras the opportunity to experience the fun of shooting wide open, with F1.4
brightness.

The photographer can use the shallow depth of field at wide-open aperture to take stunning
portraits and table-top still life shots. Photographers can experience F1.4 brightness and standard
lens functionality with a 35mm equivalent focal length of 60mm on the Micro Four Thirds system
and 45mm on the Sony E-mount system.

http://www.sigma-imaging-uk.com/

PANASONIC
TZ80

●

The 18M sensor is ideal for taking high quality photos in all conditions

●

1/2.3” High Sensitivity MOS

●

4K video capability at 25 frames per second

●

4K photo extract (8 Mega pixels JPEG) in-camera

●

30x Optical zoom (24-720mm equivalent)

●

10 frames per second still photographs

●

3 inch Touch screen

●

Wifi built in

http://www.panasonic.com

SUPPORT ANIMAL AND HUMAN CHARITIES

Animal Charities:
●

Charity for Guide Dogs

●

Charity for Dogs for the Disabled

●

RSPCA - Animal welfare charity

●

World Wide Fund Charity for Animals - Adopt a Tiger

●

World Wide Fund Charity for Animals - Adopt a Snow Leopard

●

World Wide Fund Charity for Animals - Adopt a Amur Leopard

●

World Wide Fund Charity for Animals - Adopt a Lion

●

World Wide Fund Charity for Animals - Adopt a Jaguar

●

Charity for re-homing pets

●

Cancer Research UK

●

World Vision

●

Water Aid

●

Red Cross

● UNICEF

Disclaimer:
This digital magazine is free for personal use. Images are for personal use. Any
resemblance is purely coincidental. The aim is to share information about
photography. No responsibility for correctness.

Company names, Product names, Logos, Product images, etc. are all registered
trademarks and copyright of respective companies.

Donating to charities is voluntary. There is no affiliation, partnership or link with any
of the charities. The aim is to help support charities. You can select any charity you
like, or pick from one of the charities listed here or on the website.
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